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SUMMAR:: 

This report gives an account of experiments carried out with a 
two- dimensional model of an NACA 0006 airfoil with area suction applied 
on the upper surface near the hinge line of a 0.3-chord plain trailing
edge flap . The distribution of the suction quantity taken into the 
porous region was controlled generally by means of perforated metal 
sheets . The permeability of the sheets was controlled by the size and 
the spacing of the holes . A wide variety of hole sizes and perfora
tion patterns was tested with uniform and gradient arrangements of 
permeabil ity . 

Measurements were made of both the pressure and the suction 
velocity distributions over the surface of the porous region for each 
permeabili ty arrangement tested for a range of suct ion flow extending 
from no f l ow to a value well above that required for separation con
trol over the flap. Further information on the effects of hole size 
and spacing was provided by use of perforated sheets with a resistance 
backing to control the inflow distribution. Limits are indicated for 
the hole size and the hole spacing suitable for the porous region on 
a suction flap. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the problems confronting the designer of a boundary-layer 
control system using area suction is the selection of a suitable 
material for the porous area . ~vo fundamental properties required of 
the porous material are: 

(a ) An outer surface which is not detrimental to the aerodynamic 
characteristics desired. 

(b) A permeability which provides the proper control of the suc 
tion flow quantities. 

~ _______ ~ ___ . __ . ____ J 
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Other desirab l e pr oper t i es of the material i nclude str ength and forma
bility characteristics , ease of attachment , l ong ser vice life (f r eedom 
from c l ogging by dirt or by corros i on ) , and ease of r eproduction 
(espec iall y of the f l ow- r es i s tance characterist i cs ). 

A por ous material has recently been investigated at the NACA Ames 
Aeronautical Laboratory which holds par ticular promise as a pract ical 
material for service operation . This material consists of a perforated 
metal sheet in which the per meability is controlled solely by the size 
and/ or the spacings of the perf or ations . The permeability and the 
permeability distribution can be closely controlled to meet the typical 
specifications for boundary- layer control systems using area suction 
for lift contr ol (see ref . 1 ) . A study of the functional characteris 
tics of various types of por ous materials as reported in reference 2 
indicated that perforated sheets tended to clog l ess than the other 
materials tested and were the least influenced by corrosive environ
ment . The perforated sheet material had strength and forming character
istics that were superior to sintered powdered materials and comparable 
to sintered wire materials . 

The air flow through a pe r forated sheet is more concentrated (due 
to the larger size and smaller number of openings) than that through a 
woven or a sintered metal sheet . An i nvestigation of the effect of 
hole size ) shape) and spacing on aerodynamic performance was beyond 
the scope of r eference 1 or 2 . 

The purpose of this r epor t is to present the results of an investi
gat i on to determine what hole sizes and spacings can be used effectively 
without creating adverse aerodynamic effects on high - l i ft applications 
using area suction on a trai l ing -edge f l ap . (The aerodynamic ~roblems 
of such an application to swept wings i s discussed in ref . 3 . ) The 
present investigat i on used an NACA 0006 airfoil equipped with a 0 . 3- chord 
plain trailing-edge flap deflected 500

• A large number of different 
perforated sheets was tested i n the por ous regi on of the f l ap . The per 
meability of the porous region was control led by e i ther (1) the size 
and/ or spacing of the perforations or (2) a second por ous material in 
back of the perforated sheet . The hol e patterns of the sheets (and the 
a ir - flow resistance of the backing materi als) were selected to form 
vari ous arrangements of uniform and gr adient permeability . The tests 
were made in the Ames 7- by 10- foot wind tunnel and included measure
ments of surface pressure distribut ions) lift ) and suction requirements. 

c 

NOTATI ON 

chord of model , ft 

sect i on lift coeffiCient) lift per unit span 
~c 
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d 

p 

p 

Q 

s 

section pitching-moment coefficient referred to the quarter-chord 
. t pitching moment per unit span 

pOln ) 
~c2 

section flow coefficient-) -.SL 
Vey:,c 

hole diameter ) ft 

P - PcXl pressure coeffiCient) ~ 

local static pressure) lb/sq ft 

volume flow per unit span (at standard density) through porous 
surface) cu ft / sec 

1 2 / free - stream dynamic pressure) 2 PooVoo ) lb sq ft 

center - to - center spacing between adjacent holes in a chordwise 
r ovl) ft 

V f ree - stream velocity) fps 
00 

3 

v vel ocity norma l to surface calculated from local pressure difference 
across porous region and flow -resistance characteristics of porous 
material, fps 

w stall -point velocity at the t railing edge of the porous region 
v ) fps 

open- area ratio 
(For a composite assembl y ) an equivalent open -area ratio is used 
and is obtained by interpolation from eit her figure 2 or 3 of 
reference 1 using the stall -point values of pressure drop across 
the assembly . and the suction air velocity.) 

z center - to - center spacing between adjacent holes in a spanwise 
row) ft 

a angle of attack) deg 

5 flap deflection) deg 

P mass density of air) slugs / cu ft 
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Subscripts 

e l ocal exter nal point 

00 f ree - str eam conditions 

~ condit i ons in suction duct 

MODEL AND APPARATUS 

The tests were made in the Ames 7- by 10- foot wi nd tunnel with 
the test secti on modi f ied to acc ommoda te a two -dimensional mode l with 
a 4 - foot span . Fi gure 1 shows the symmetrically spaced flow dividers 
which were installed to provide f or a 4- by 10- foot test section . Each 
di vi der extended about 12 feet fonrard and rearward from the center 
line of r otation of the model. A photograph of the 4 - f oot chord mode l 
mounted in t he wind tunnel is presented in figure 2 . The model Has 
suppor ted on the wind- t unne l balance system . Airfoil- shaped fairings 
Her e used to shield t he model suppor t structure fr om the air flow 
between the f l ow dividers and the original floor and ceiling of the 
tunnel test section . 

The mode l used in thi s invest i gation was constructed to the pro 
f i l e of an NACA 0006 airfoil with a 0 . 30- chord t r ail ing- edge flap 
defl ected 500

• The contour of the upper surface of the airfoi l above 
the f l ap h i nge line was an ar c of a circ l e tangent to the airfoil sur 
face with the center of the ar c at the 0. 70-chord station on the lower 
sur face . The upper surface of .the model above the f l ap h i nge line was 
removabl e and included p r ovisions for mounting por ous shee t materials 
from 69 . 0- t o 75 . 7-per cent chord . A section view of t he model showing 
the l ocation of the porous area i s gi ven in f i gure 3 . 

Two a rrangements of materials ,,,er e used in t he por ous region of the 
mode l to control the permeability, t hat i s , the r es istance to air f low 
through the surface . In one arrangement, the por ous material consisted 
of a perforated metal sheet in which the permeabil i ty was controlled by 
the hole s ize and/ or h ole spacing . The pe rforation patterns of sheets 
used in this manner are shown in figure 4. The air-flow re s i stance char 
acteristics of t he surfaces can be obtained from r eference 1 and will 
n ot be repeated in t his r eport. Surfaces 1 through 6 wi th uniform per 
meability and surfaces l? through 20 with gradient permeability were 
perfor ated only in the re gi on ( 71 . 0- to 74 . 6-percent chord) in which 
the preliminary test results had shown that suction was required. A 
typical surface Hith this perforati on arrangement is shown in figure 5(a) . 
Surfaces 7 through 16 were fabricated from factory stock materials 
(e . g . , fig . 5 (b)). The chordwise extent and position of t he porous 
regi on was adjusted by closing off portions of t he surface with a 
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nonporous tape. Surfaces 7 through 15 were also used to obtain various 
types of hole patterns and spacings by closing off individual holes or 
rows of holes with a nonporous tape as indicated in figure 5(c). 

In the second arrangement) the porous material consisted of a 
sandwich type of assembly of perforated metal sheets supporting a 
fibrous-glass compact interior as illustrated in figure 6. Designed to 
serve as an underlying porous material in c ompos ite assembly with a 
metal skin) the compact provides for precise permeability control (uni
form or gradient). Several distributions of the permeability of the 
fibrous-glass compact were used to obtain various distributions of the 
suction velocity . Details of the fibrous-glass compacts are given in 
reference 4. 

The sucti on pressure required to induce flow through the porous 
surface was provided by an aircraft-type supercharger driven by a 
variable-speed motor . The suction equipment was located outside the 
wind tunnel. Air was drawn through the porous section of the flap into 
the plenum chamber in the model and then through ducting from one end 
of the model to the supercharger. Baffling was provided in the plenum 
chamber to insure uniform internal pressures across the span of the 
model . 

5 

Orifices flush with the surface were provided along the midspan of 
the model and 6 inches from each tunnel wall for determining the chord
wise distribution of external pressure. Flush orifices were also 
installed at various points in the plenum chamber to determine the 
magnitude and uniformity of the internal suction pressures. 

TEST METHODS 

Preliminary investigation showed that the use of area suction near 
the leading edge of the flap increased the lift for all angles of attack . 
With the largest amount of suction that could be applied with the suc
tion equipment) the lift was well above that of the plain wing and flap 
combination as shown i n figure 7 by the circle symbols but considerably 
below the lift predicted from the theor y of references 5 and 6. Tuft 
studies indicated a region of r ough flow on the flap near the tunnel 
floor and ceiling. Apparently the reduced pressure on the wing near the 
hinge line) espeCially with suction) caused a transfer of some of the 
boundary l ayer from the walls to the ends of the flap of the model . 
Attempts to eliminate or limit the region of rough flow ,-lith arrange 
ments of separation plates) fences) turning vanes) or slats over the 
hinge-line region were unsuccessful. 

After further investigation with various blowing and suction slot 
arr angements in the flap-wall junctures ) the regions of rough flow at 
t he ends of the flap were eliminated by increased suction through 
separate ducts adjacent to the wind-tunnel walls . The results relating 

- I 

------~ 
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to the flap -wall interference studies are not reported in detail and 
only the suction arrangement and results pertinent to this investiga
tion will be indicated . Details of the end ducts) which had a quantity 
flml control independent of the larger span section ) are indicated in 
figure 8 . With nominal suction appli ed to the model) and an increased 
suction quantity at the end ducts ) the lift obtained was nearly e qual 
to the value predicted from theory as indicated in figure 7. Pressure 
distribution studies showed a pressure recovery at the trailing edge 
of the flap that was uniform across the span and that was of the type 
associated with a two- dimensional air stream. Tuft photographs are 
shown in figure 9. For a secti on flow coefficient in each end duct of 
0 . 02 or less (based on total model wing area)) the lift coefficient 
varied between the two curves shown in figure 7 for the suct i on - applied 
conditions . Increased suction in the end ducts of 0.02 or greater did 
not affect the lift or stall-point cQ within the accuracy of measure 
ment . The lift with suction off shown in figure 7 was not affected by 
the quantity of the suction flow into the end ducts . 

In this report) all force and flow data are presented for a con
stant section flm, coefficient in the end duct s wh i ch was sufficient to 
insure a two -dimensional type of flow about the model . The section 
flow coefficient c Q gi ven on the figures refers to the suction flow 

quantity applied to the remainder of the porous area) that is) it does 
not include the flow i n the end ducts . 

Measurements of the lift and pitching moment \-Tere made wit h the 
wind- tunnel bal ance system . Tunnel-wall corrections computed by the 
method of reference 7 were applied to the data as follows: 

wher e the subscript u denotes uncorrected values . Unless otherwise 
noted all tests were made for a free - str eam velocity of 162 feet per 
second (Ma ch number of 0 . 14) which ) for the 4 - foot chord of the model } 
corr esp onded to a Reynolds number of 4)000)000. 

The we i ght rates of air flow through the end ducts and through the 
porous 'region of the f l ap wer e measured independent l y by means of stand
ard A. S . M.E. orifices . The f l ow- resis tance characteristics of the porous 
material s were ascertained experi mentally by the method descri bed in 
reference 1 . The data presented for the suction- off conditi on (c

Q 
= 0 ) 

were obtained with the suction lines seal ed between the model and the 
suct i on pumps . 
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RESULTS 

Effects of Suction 

A preliminary series of tests were made on the NACA 0006 airfoil with 
area suction near the leading edge of the trailing-edge flap to establish 
the location and chordwise extent of the porous region necessary for 
efficient lift control. These tests were exploratory in nature with the 
object of gaining both an understanding of the suction requirements and 
ascertaining the lift potentialities of the model arrangement . 

A trailing-edge flap acts to change effectively the camber of the 
airfoil section. From the data in reference 8, it can be noted that for 
deflections up to approximately 150 or 200 , the flow over the flap is 
attached and the increase in lift due to flap deflection agrees with values 
computed from thin -airfoil theory . With increasing flap deflection above 
200

, however, the flow separates fr om the flap, resulting in a lift well 
below the predicted value . This flow separation is indicated in fig -
ure 10(a) by the relatively constant pressures over the rear of the flap. 
Because of this flow separation, the peak pressure coefficients over the 
hinge -line region on the flap did not exceed a value of about - 2 . 

The application of suction in the hinge-line region on the upper sur
face prevented flow separation and resulted in more negative pressure 
coefficients on the flap, as is shown in figure 10(b). The location of 
the peak pressure, however, remained at approximately 71 . 0-percent chord . 
The lift approached that predicted from theory as shown in figure 7. 

To determine .There the porous region on the upper surface of the 
flap should be positioned in order to obtain a maximum of lift for the 
least suction quantity, tests were made with various chordwise extents 
and locations of the porous region . The results indicated that the 
position of the porous region was related to the external pressures over 
the flap. It was found that a porous region located between 71 . 0- and 
74. 6 -percent chord was required to control the lift with a minimum quan 
tity of suction air . Increasing the chordwise extent of the porous 
boundari es r esulted in an increase in cQ without any change in lift . 
The upstream edge of the porous region was found to coincide with the 
point of minimum pressure on the flap . The downs tream edge was at the 
chordwise station at which the more or less large adverse pressure 
gradient over the porous region abruptly became less positive and the 
external pressure coefficient had recovered to a value of about -1.5. 

With a high suction flow rate and the lift at a value close to 
that predicted from theory, the pressures near the trailing edge of the 
flap were near or slightly above the free-stream static pressure, indi
cating attached flow over the f lap. As the c

Q 
was gradually reduced, 

---._---
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the pressur es near the trail ing edge of the flap decreased slightl y with 
the onset of separation of the turbulent boundary l ayer from the traili ng 
edge of the f l ap (see fig . ll(a )). Further decrease in cQ eventually 
caused an abrupt loss in l ift as the suction quantity reached a val ue 
insufficient to control separation near the hinge l ine . For the purpose 
of this report, the l owest f l ow coefficient required to maintain unsepa 
rated flow over the h i nge - l ine region of the flap wil l be referred to 
as the stal l -point cQ ' 

The section flow coefficient required to maintain attached flow at 
the trai l ing edge of the f l ap i s a l so of inter est . This quantity i s 
discussed and designated in reference 3 as cQcrit' In this report, the 

lowest f l ow coeffi cient required to maintain unseparated f l ow at the 
95-percent chord station on the upper surface of the f l ap will be 
referred to as the critical-point cQ (see fig. l l(a) ). 

The lift and pitching-moment characteristics shown i n figure l l (b ) 
were obtained wi th a surface which was uniformly permeabl e in the por ous 
region (sur face 4 , fig . 4 ). Except for the val ues of cQ' these data 
are typical of the l ift and moment characteristics noted with different 
distributions of permeabil ity of the material in the porous region for 
values of cQ greater than the stall point. The value of the stal1-
point cQ changed with the permeability (uniform or gradient ) of the 
porous region . The effect of permeability distribution on the 
stall -point cQ will be discussed i n the following section . 

Effects of Hole Size and Spacing 

Uniform permeabil ity, ·. The l ift and f l ow characteristics of the mode l 
were obtained wi th each of the surfaces shown in figure 4 (a ) installed i n 
the porous r egion . The per foration pattern of each sheet had about the 
same ratio of hol e spacing (center - to - center ) to hol e diameter in the 
chordwise as in the spanwi se d i rect i on (i . e . , z/ d ~ s i d) . The open- area 
ratio, however, ranged from 0 . 6 percent up to 41 percent . In addition, 
data were obtained with a full-open porous region from 71. 0- to 
74 . 6 -percent chor d (lOO- percent open ). 

As a porous material, perforated sheets have a wide range of per 
meability and can be made to almost any desired uniform or gradient 
arrangement (see ref . 1). In order to give an indication of the permea
bility of the different surfaces in figure 4 (a), a permeabi l ity rel ative 
to that of surface 1 has been tabul ated in the f i gure . Thi s relative 
permeability is the ratio of vel ocities of air flow induced for a pressure 
difference of 10 inches of water across the sheets. 

In figure 12 , the lift , section flow, and plenum chamber pressure 
coefficients at the stall point (and criti cal point) are presented as a 
function of the o~en -area rati o of the perforated surfaces used in the 
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porous region. The trend of the data presented in figure 12 is not 
dependent on the individual perforation patterns themselves, but rather 
indicates the over-all effects of permeability on the aerodynamic char
acteristics of the model. It can be readily noted that the section f l ow 
coefficient at the stall point was decreased by a factor of about 4 as 
the open area of the porous region was decreased from 100 to 2 percent. 

With a l-percent open area (surface 2 ), the largest differential of 
suction pressure that could be applied with the suction e quipment was 
insufficient to attach the flow over the flap at the test conditions 
(Voo = 162 fps). Reducing the free - stream velocity to 94 feet per second 
increased the available section flow coefficient as n oted below and 
resulted in attached flow over the flap. With a 0 . 6-percent open area 
(surface 1), the f l ow was not attached by reducing the f ree-s t r eam 
velocity. 

Open area of 
Voo ' 

c-z, 
porous region , (a, 0 c

Q 
P

1 
percent 

fp s = -15 ) 

1. 0 162 1. 00 0. 00(13 -21 
1.0 132 1.18 . 0011 - 33 
1.0 94 1. 54 . 0014 - 61 

6 _glt_ £<l . 00(13 - 56 

Discrete permeability . - In or de r to determine the l a rgest hole 
spacing for a given hole size t hat would provi de for effici ent lift con
trol on the flap, various surfaces were modified by taping over portions 
of the skin to obtain a more or l ess systematic variation of s/d 
and z/ d . The suction quantity was concentrated at several chordwise 
stations rather than distri buted over the porous regi on . These 
arrangements are designated as having a discrete permeability. 

The effects of discrete permeability in the porous region wer e 
studied with surfaces having hol e d i ameters of 0 .045, 3/ 32 , 1/8 , 3/16 , 
and 1/4 inch. Typical results are presented in figure 13 for sur face 13 
with 1/8-inch- diameter holes . Illustrated in figure 14 are the variations 
in suction quanti ty versus suct ion pressur e for various permeability 
arrangements . Evaluation of the data shown in figures 13 and 14 and 
other similar data obtained wi th surfaces having different sized holes 
indicated that as the permeability of the porous r egion was decreased 
by clos ing off some of the holes) t he stall -point c Q also decreased . 
It was found that if the hole spacings for a gi ven hole size wer e kept 
within certai n limits) the variation of t he stall-point cQ wi th open
area rat i o was the same as that noted for surfaces havi ng uniform 
permeability as indicated in figure 12 . 

The lift and the cQ at the stall point for each discrete permea
bility pattern were compared with the values indicated in figure 12 for 
surfaces having equal open area but of uniform permeability. Those 
perforation patterns f or which the lift and cQ were the same as the 
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values from figure 12 were cons i der ed as satisfactory and ar e indicated 
in figure 15. Wi th cer tain patterns, the lift was the same but the stall
point cQ was greater than the value f r om figure 12 for equal open area . 
This range of patter ns is shown by the shaded areas in figur e 15 . 
Further increase in the hol e spacing , either chordwise or spanwise, 
resulted in a separated flow over the flap hinge l ine that could not be 
eliminated even with the maximum suct i on quantity through the porous 
region . These patter ns fa l l withi n the region label ed "stall ed" in 
figure 15 . 

It is interesti ng to note that a porous surface having two spanwise 
rows of holes, at about 71 . 0- and 74 . 6 -percent chord, respectively, had 
practically the same aer odynami c control ( i . e . , the same cI and cQ 
characteristics ) as a porous surface with many r ows of spanwise holes 
between the same two chor dwise stations (compare, e . g . , surface 13- E 
of fig . 13 with sur face 6 of fig . 4 ). 

A s light hyster esis was noted for the pattern arrangements with 
only two spanwise rows of holes . The stall point for two arrangements 
(13 - E and I I-A) was obtained by gradually reducing cQ until the flow 
over the f l ap separ ated . Once the model stalled, the cQ had to be 
increased by about 0. 001 over the stal l -point value before the flow was 
reattached . I t should be noted , however, that the ratio of hole spacing 
to hole diameter for arrangements 13- E and ll-A was in the i ncreased 
stall-point cQ range as indi cated in figure 15 . Therefore, the 
hysteresis noted above may not be a result of using tyro rows of hol es 
but may have been a resul t of the hol es being spaced too far apart . No 
arrangement of two r ows of hol es tested was in the range indicated as 
satisfactory in f i gur e 15 . Wi th any of the patter ns indicated as satis 
factory in figure 15 i nstalled i n the p orou s region, the value of the 
stall -point cQ was found to be i ndependent of the manner in which the 
suction quantity was var ied . 

Gradient permeabilit y .- For the uniform and the discr ete ar range 
ments of permeability , the hol e s i ze and spacing pattern ( s / d and z/ d ) 
were constant throughout each indi vi dual surface . By the use of non 
uni form perforations, that i s , unequal hole sizes and/ or variabl e spac 
ings, a perforated sheet can be made to a prescribed gradient arr angement 
of permeability . Four surfaces of th i s type with the same gradient 
permeability but with differ ent hole sizes and spacings were tested and 
are illustrated in f i gure 4 (b ) . Surfaces 17, 18, and 19 had a given hole 
size with different spacing patterns . Surface 20 had a uniform spacing 
pattern with different hole sizes in the rows . The variation of cQ 
with P

l
, and the stall-point c Q for each of these surfaces were the 

same ( see fig . 14 (b )). 

In certain appl ications, the use of surface sheets with open areas 
up to 30 or 40 per cent may be desirable. To be able to use these more 
open sheets and still maintain a prescribed permeability arrangement 
(e.g., the requirements diagramed in fig . 4(b)), the porous-flow 
resistance must be increased selectively. A number of surfaces were 
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tested with a resistance backing as shown in figure 6 . The over-all 
gradient permeability was the same as t hat f or surfaces 17 through 20 . 

11 

The stall-point cQ for the materials with gradient permeability 
in the porous region are shown in figure 16 . The result to be noted is 
that the stall-point cQ (with equal gradient permeability ) was not 
affected by the perforation patterns of the surface material. The porous 
region formed by a sheet with 0 . 125- inch -diameter holes) 33 holes per 
square inch) was equivalent aerodynamically to a sheet with 4)225 holes 
per square inch and 0 . 006- inch square holes. 

Pressure distribution .- For per forated surfaces (uniform permeabil
ity ) with open areas of about 6 percent or larger) some outflow occurred 
near the l eading edge of the porous region even for section flow 
coeffi ci ents greater than that required at the stall point . The chord
wise extent of outfl ow in the porous region at the stall point with an 
open area of 41 percent (surface 15 ) was large, as can be deduced from 
figure 17 . From the flat - top shape of the pressure distribution, it 
appeared that outflow caused a localized flow separation over the 
forwar d portion of the porous region . However, the high suction quanti 
ties taken through the trail ing- edge region appeared to reattach the 
flow and limit the local separation . As the permeability of the porous 
region was decreased , the region of outflow also decreased and the shape 
of the pressure diagrams changed as can be seen in figure 17 . 

The shape of the pressure diagrams at the stall point for the dis 
crete arrangements of permeability wit h small open-area ratios and the 
tapered arrangements of permeability were essentially the same as that 
shown for surface 4 in figure 17 . 

DISCUSSION 

An extensive selection of perforation patterns with a wide range of 
hole sizes and spacings is available to a designer for a suction flap 
system which will produce essentially the same aerodynamic result 
(see fig . 15) . The stall-point cQ was found to vary according to the 
permeabili ty of the material used in the porous region (see figs . 13 
and 16) . Hi ghly permeable materials resulted in large values of stall
point cQ. More dense materials) with uniform or gradient arrangements 
of permeabil ity) resulted in a reduction in the stall point cQ• In 
an attempt t o correlate the results obtained in terms of the suction 
requirements for attached f l ow on the flap) examination was made of the 
suction velocity distribution at the stall point with attached flow . A 
number of velocity distributions corresponding to the stall -point values 
for materials of different permeability are shown in figure 18 . Inspec 
tion of this figure reveal s two significant features regarding the dis 
tribution of local suction vel ocities required to prevent separation: 
First, the attainment of attached f l ow on the flap was insensitive to 
the ve l ocity of flow through the leading edge of the porous region. The 
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ve l oc i ty could be varied from large i nfl ow values to even cons i der abl e 
outfl ow and still maintain attached flow on the f lap. Second , at the 
trailing edge of the por ous r egi on a posit i ve value of sucti on ve l ocity 
was always necessary for attached f l ow on the f l ap but i t did not appear 
to have any specific value; however ) the magni tude of the vel ocit i es did 
appear to be r e lated to the permeability of the surface at that poi nt . 

A considerabl e effort was made to establ ish the sensiti vity of the 
stall-point cQ to the magni tude and l ocation of the ve l ocity at the 
trailing edge of t he por ous r egi on . In all instances) moving the chord
wise posit i on of the trailing edge of the porous r egi on away from 
74 . 6 -percent chord (±0. 3 -percent chord) was harmful . Positions upstream 
resulted in an inability to prevent f low separat i on . Positions down 
stream r esul ted in an increased suct ion quantity at the stall point. 
The l ocation of the trailing- edge pos i t i on appear ed to be related to the 
chordwise stati on at which the more or l ess l a r ge adverse pressure gradient 
over the por ous r egi on abruptly became l ess positive (see fig . 17). 

I t was noted from examination of the suction vel ocity diagrams) at 
the stall p oi nt) for all the permeability arrangements tested , that the 
suction vel ocity l v at the t r a iling edge of the porous region varied 
considerably with the permeability of the porous material. Plotting 
this suction ve l ocity as a funct i on of the open ar ea of the porous r egi on 
resulted i n a linear vari ation . The velocity of the air into the perfora
tions woul d be greater by the r ati o of the total area to the open area 
of the perforations . This velocity w of the suction air through the 
per forations at the t r a iling edge of the porous region was found to be 
essentiall y a constant value a t the stall point and to be independent of 
the permeability of the p or ous r egion a s shown i n figure 19 (a ). The data 
in figure 19(a) r epresent a wide range of stall-point cQ values . The 
agreement was as good for the perforated sheet materi a l s used a l one as 
for sheets used wi th a r esis tance backi ng. 2 I t was clear that separation 
was suppres s ed for any a rrangement of surface permeabili ty provided the 
magnitude of the suction vel ocity through the perforations at the trail
ing edge of the porous r egi on was equal to or gr eater than some critical 
value at the stall point . The magni tude and di stribution of the suct i on 
velocities over the forward porti on of the porous r egion influenced the 
magni tude of the suction quantity cQ' but did not affect the critical 
velocity w at the t r ailing edge . 

The variation with f r ee - stream ve l ocity of the velocity w through 
the perforations at the t r ailing edge of the porous region is indicated 

l Suction air vel ocity) normal to surface, is based on the total 
surface area of the porous region (71. 0- to 74.6-percent chord). 

2The equivalent open-area ratio of a composite assembly (i. e., a 
single perforated sheet with the same values of pressure drop and suc 
tion velocity ) was determined from the stall-point values of pressure 
drop and suct i on velocity at the trailing edge of the porous region by 
interpolation from either figure 2 or 3 of reference 1. 
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in figure 19 (b). I t can be noted that the val ue of 
increasing f r ee - stream vel ocity j however , the ratio 
the s t all-point c Q) was essent i ally invar i ant with 

w i ncreased with 
w/Voo (and hence 

Voo · 

13 

Wind-t unne l tests ofoar ea suction appl ied at the l eading edge of a 
part ial-'span f l ap on a 35 sweptback wing are reported in reference 3. 
Three arrangements of permeability 
wer e tes t ed i n the porous r egi on 
that suppres s ed sepa r ation on the 
flap. The corresp ondi ng suc t i on 
velocity di stributions at the 
s tall point (f r om f i g . 27 , r ef. 3) 
are di agr amed in the adjacent sketch . 
The calculated val ues of w for 

20 

10 curves (a), (b ) , and (c ) wer e 222 , 
233 , and 225 ) r espectivel y . The 
r esults of the two di fferent model 
installations , refer ence 3 and that 
of this investi gation, appear com- v, fps 
plementary i n substantiating the 

(el 

sens i t i vi ty of the vel ocity at the O~--~------------------------~ 
trailing edge of the porous region . 
The test resul ts of reference 3 
a l so indi cated that the stall-
point cQ was essentially 
independent of Vooo <E'(------ Porous regio n ------,>~ 

From these two experiments a single parameter appeared dominant in 
suppr essing separation on the flap by suction . This parameter was the 
suction velocity based on the area of the perforations at or near the 
t r aili ng edge of the porous region . It appeared to be limited only by 
certain geometric restrictions to the hole - spacing pattern. Attempts 
to relate the parameter, w/Voo ' with wing geometry and flap deflection 
indicated that the correlation obtained depended upon the component of 
the free - stream velocity normal to the flap and the turning angle near 
the hinge line of the flap defined as the angle between the .wing 
reference plane and the upper surface of the flap. 

The observed sensitivity of the location of the trailing edge of 
the porous area and the basic importance of the suction velocity at this 
locati on suggest the following inter pretation of the present method of 
suppr essing separation . The large suction velocity into the perforations 
at the trailing edge of the porous area (of similar magnitude to the 
local velocity over the flap immediately downstream of this point) would 
provide a strong sink effect. The pressure field induced by a sink in 
an airfoil surface has negative pressures ahead of the sink and positive 
pressures behind the sink. Thus, if the sink is a short distance behind 
the knee of the flap, these sink induced pressures could combi ne with 
the pr essure field of the defle cted flap to produce a broadened pressure 
peak followed by an abrupt recovery . This is apparent in the pressure 
distributions in figure 17 . By proper positioning of the suction, most 
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of the recovery can be localized at the point at which most of the suc
tion is applied . This suggests the poss i bility of suppressing separation 
by apply i ng suction at thi s single chordwi se l ocati on . From the r esults 
of the data obtained with two spanwi se r ows of holes) i t appears that a 
singl e row of spanwise hol es properly positioned may be sufficient to 
control the flow over the f l ap on the model of this invest igat i on. At 
the stall p oint for sur faces ll-A and 13-E (f i g . 14 )) almost all the 
suction quantity was taken through the downstream row of holes . Across 
the upstream row) the pressure difference measured between the external 
and plenum- chamber pressures was zero) indicating n o inflow. In fact) 
for surface II -B) zero inf l ow in the upstream row of hol es was indicated 
f or a P l of about -9 whereas the stall point di d not occur until the 
plenum- chamber pres sure coefficient was increased to -7 .8) indicating a 
sizabl e outfl ow at the stall poi nt . Further investigation of th i s 
possibility appears to be an interesting task for future r esearch. 

The use of perforati ons need not be restricted sol e l y to the appli 
cat i on of separat i on suppression on a plain flap for high - lift control . 
I t is believed that the same concepts could be used advantageously to 
elimi nate flow separat i on in other aerodynamic systems ) for example ) in 
wide angle diffusers) elbows) and bluntly r ounded trailing- edge sections . 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The results of a wind - tunnel investi gation of an NACA 0006 a irfoil 
with a plain trailing-edge flap indicated that flap lift increments 
appr oaching those c omputed from thin-airfoil theory can be obtained 
with small suction flow quantities through a porous region on the upper 
surface near the hinge l ine of the flap . 

A porous region with a perforated metal skin was entirel y sati s 
factory for achieving efficient lift contr ol . The lift gains and the 
suction quantity r equirements we r e unaffected by the per f orat i on patterns 
of the porous surface over a wide range of hole sizes and spacings. A 
perforated surface wi th its permeability controlled sol e l y by the hole 
s i ze and spacing was e qually as good aerodynamically as a more open sur
face wi th a r esistance backing . I t was shown that a des i gner has a wide 
choice in selecting a perfor ati on patt ern or distribution of permeability 
to provide for efficient lift control . Acceptable geometric limitati ons 
to hole s ize and spacing are indicated . 

Ames Aeronaut ical Lab oratory 
National Advi sory Committee f or Aeronautics 

Moffett Fiel d ) Calif .) March 14) 1957 
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A-20413 

Figur e 1 .- Rear vi ew of the hor i zontal di vi der s install ed in the 7- by 
10- foot wind tunnel to provi de a 4- by 10- foot test section . 

--
. 

A-21413 

Figur e 2 .- The mode l i nstalled i n the 4- by 10- foot test section . 

---------- ------------- ----- ----
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Figure 3.- Location of the porous region on the f lap. 
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Flow 

2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 

9 10 II 12 

13 14 15 16 

Holes Percent Thickness , Percea'bll1. t;l ot surface 
Hole diam" Perme8>:lill ty surface 1 

~ in. per sq in . ~ __ 1_n._ 

1 0.023 14. 5 0. 60 0.016 1 
2 .023 24. 1 1. 0 .016 2 
3 .023 41 2. 0 .016 4 
4 .026 57.6 3.0 .016 6 , . 026 73. 7 3. 9 .016 7 
6 . 023 134 5.6 .016 II 

7 . 094 15. 1 10. 9 .040 19 
8 .094 1.8 13 .016 22 

9 .009 1500 (approx) 15 .0075 20 
10 .020 714 d .016 36 
II . 1.87 12 32 . 032 67 
12 .045 233 37 .016 78 
13 . 125 33 40 .032 7B 
14 .250 8. 1 40 .036 7B 
15 .079 83 41 .016 7B 
16 Slot 0.020 x 0 . ll5 140 30 .016 65 

100 350 

(a) Uniform permeability. 

Figure 4.- Details of perforation patterns of various metal sheets used 
in the porous region of the model. 

J 
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Flow 

18 19 20 

Hole diam. , Number Percent Thi ckne s s , 
i n . of rows open in. 

0 . 020 24 3 . 1 to 1.7 0 . 025 
.020 23 3.1 to 1.7 .025 
. 029 12 3. 1 to 1.7 . 025 

. 050 to . 036 10 3 . 1 to 1.7 . 025 

C 
Q) 
(J 

v 
a. 

0' 
OJ 

5 
c 
Q) 
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74.6 
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Vl.!!! 80.-----------, 
Vl a e ~ 
go 

0'--------' 
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Oesion condition of pressure drop 

and suction velocity for surfaces 

17 Ihrou9h 20. 

Perce nt chord 

Average open - area distribution 

correspondinQ 1'0 the design 

condition. 

80 '----------' 
71.0 74.6 

Percent chord 

(b ) Gradient permeability . 

Figure 4. - Concluded . 
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(a) Sheet perforated for porous region 
from 71. 0 - to 74. 6-percent chord. 
Surface 20. 

(b) Uniformly perforated sheet . 
Surface 14 . 

(cl Surface 14 taped for z/d = 1 . 66 
and sid = 2 . 88 for porous region 
from 71. 0 - to 74. 6-percent chord. 

Figure 5.- Typical perforation arrangements tested with different types 
of surface sheets. The portion of the sheets with the added perfora
tions were open to separate end ducts. 
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A- 2l 29l . l 

Figure 6.- Cutaway detail of sandwich t ype of assembly of perforat ed 
sheets and fibrous -glass compact i n t he por ous regi on. 
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Figure 7.- Effect of increased suction at flap-wall junctures on section 
lift coefficient. 
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C Q 
end ducts = 0 cQ end ducts 0.04 

(b) Model cQ = 0.0050 

Figure 9.- Tuft studies over the upper surface of the modelj ex. = -150
• 
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Figur e 16 .- stall -point sect i on flow characteristics of the model with a 
o gr adi ent arrangement of per meability i n the p or ous region ; a = -15 . 
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Figure 19 .- Measured val ues of the local suction velocit ies through the 
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